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WHAT IS A TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIP?

• Defined. Heterosexual married couple with children who are the 
biological children of both parents.

• Year 1950. Most common US household structure was a married, 
heterosexual couple with three children.

• Year 2020. These same relationships comprise less than 35% of the 
US population.
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EVOLUTION OF TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

• Over the past several decades, the dramatic evolution of social norms 
coupled with major advances in reproductive technology have 
redefined traditional conceptions of familial and non-familial 
relationships.  

• Examples:
– Termination of Marriage by Divorce or Death with Remarriage
– Same-Sex Relationships
– Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART)
– Transgender Individuals
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EVOLUTION OF TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Divorce, Death & Re-Marriage

• Dramatic increases in the divorce rate among US adults, coupled with marriages 
terminating by death when the surviving spouse is still young enough to remarry (think 
increased life expectancies), has led to a proliferation of nontraditional relationships, 
including:
– Single Parents
– Cohabitation among unmarried couples
– Second marriages post-divorce
– Second marriages post death, where surviving spouse lives long enough to remarry
– Blended families arising from divorced or surviving spouses with children who remarry
– Bended families arising from divorced or surviving spouses with children who cohabit 

unmarried
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EVOLUTION OF TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Same Sex Marriage

• Legalization of same-sex marriage in all 50 states leads to more same-
sex marriages.

• However, not all same-sex couples decide to marry and instead choose 
to remain in a domestic partnership or civil union.

• Other couples may choose long-term cohabitation over any formal 
arrangement, opting out of partnerships, civil unions and marriage.

• Not marrying permits couples to avoid premarital agreements and 
expensive divorces (but these hassles can be replaced by others 
without proper planning).
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EVOLUTION OF TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Assisted Reproductive Technology

• Not-so-traditional methods for creating heirs have expanded, become 
legal, more accepted and are more frequently utilized. 

• Examples of Assisted Reproductive Technology (ART):
– Artificial Insemination
– In Vitro Fertilization
– In Vitro Gametogenesis (Experimental)
– Surrogacy
– Posthumous Reproduction
– Cryopreservation
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EVOLUTION OF TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Assisted Reproductive Technology

• All methods of ART have spurred a revolution in baby making that forces us to reconsider relationships 
and what “family” means or may mean, and has led to:
– Increases in single mothers and fathers, by choice.
– More male couples having children via egg donation and surrogacy.
– More female couples having children via sperm donation and possibly surrogacy.
– More heterosexual couples having children via surrogacy.
– More transgender individuals (married or otherwise) having children.

• Cryopreservation can preserve genetic material to conceive children after prolonged periods.
– Preserves genetic material prior to chemotherapy/radiation therapy, or prior to military deployment.  
– Used by transgender persons undergoing gender-affirming surgeries and hormonal treatments. 
– Increases posthumous reproduction, resulting in even more nontraditional relationships.
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EVOLUTION OF TRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Assisted Reproductive Technology

• In Vitro Gametogenesis may lead to yet another category of non-
traditional relationships.
– Single woman could unite her egg with sperm created from genetic 

material of two of her male friends; child would have three genetic parents.
– Two men – or four platonic housemates – could make a baby. 
– IVG would change everything we’ve ever known about sex, babies, 

relationships and marriage. The implications are staggering.
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RECENT STATISTICS
Traditional Married Couples

• Not So Popular Anymore
– 1950s. Married couples comprised almost 80% of US households.
– Today. Married couples comprise less than 50% of US households.
– The percentage of married couples today, however, may begin to rise with 

the legalization of same-sex marriage in all 50 states.
– Less than 35% of US households involve “traditional relationships” 

(heterosexual, married with children). 
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RECENT STATISTICS
Divorce, Remarriage & Cohabitation/No Marriage
• Divorced Parents. About 40% of all marriages end in divorce.
• No Remarriage/Single Parents. About 26% of children are raised in single parent households.
• Remarriage

– 42 million have been married more than once.
– Over 50% of households include persons remarried or re-coupled.
– Remarriage after divorce exceeds 50% for most age groups and is highest in the age 55 to 64 

age group, at 67%.
– Divorce followed by remarriage has led to more three-parent families.

• Cohabitation/No Marriage 
– Fastest growing segment of population is unmarried, heterosexual couples.
– Number of older adults (age 29+) who cohabit has increased 75% in past last 10 years. 
– From 1996 to 2018, unmarried, cohabitating couples increased from 6 million to over 19 million.
– These are the trends, despite the tax and legal benefits of marriage.
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RECENT STATISTICS
Children, LGBTQ+ & Transgender

• Children
– 31% of US households are childless.
– Nearly 1.5 million babies are born each year to unmarried women (more than one-third of all births).

• LGBTQ+
– As of May 2018, nearly 4.5% of the US population identifies as LGBTQ+.
– About 5.1% of women and 3.9% of men identify as LGBTQ+.
– About 12% of millennials identify as LGBTQ+.
– Suggests that more clients have someone in their orbit that identifies as LGBTQ+.

• Transgender Individuals (Separately from LGBTQ+)
– About 0.6% of US adults identify as transgender (TG).
– This is double from estimates from a decade ago.
– Suggests almost 1.4 million US adults identify as TG.
– With perceived increase in social acceptance of Transgender Persons (TGPs), more TGPs may be more willing 

to identify as TG.
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NONTRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Examples

• These statistics indicate that traditional relationships are dynamic and quickly being redefined.
• These trends have given birth to a host of “nontraditional relationships” or “modern families” which 

now comprise about 34% of US households.
• Relationships viewed as “nontraditional” under law take many (many) forms. The following are just 

a few examples:
– Any relationship/unit marked by anything other than a legally married, opposite sex couple.
– Single parent with children, intentional or unintentional.
– Same sex married couples, with biological or adopted children, or without any children.
– Same or opposite sex couples, married or unmarried, with children born out of wedlock.
– Unmarried couples of any gender, with or without children, who wish to be treated as married.
– Relationships between children conceived by ART and the biological and non-biological 

parents of the child.
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NONTRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
A Few More Examples

– Opposite sex partners who choose not to marry for whatever reason.
– Separated couples who choose not to divorce.
– Parents and non-biological children, where parents treat the children as their biological own.
– Married persons living together with children from prior marriages where step children are 

treated as each spouse’s own, without adoption.
– Non-traditional gender partners who are married or who are not married but cohabit, with or 

without children, biological or adopted.
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NONTRADITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Why Relevant

• For Planners. Understanding these dynamics and the vast new 
vocabulary arising from them (particularly from the LGBTQ+ 
community) is crucial to providing appropriate estate planning advice to 
this increasing client base.

• For Fiduciaries. Trustees and other fiduciaries are increasingly required 
to serve beneficiaries who come from more diverse, nontraditional 
relationships and must be equipped to fulfill their traditional trustee 
duties in these non-traditional contexts.
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THE NEW TERMINOLOGY 
New Terms You May Want or Need to Know
• Asexual. Persons who lack sexual attraction or desire for other people.
• Bisexual. One emotionally, romantically or sexually attracted to more than one sex, gender or 

gender identity.
• Cisgender. Gender identity matches gender assigned at birth.
• Dead Name. The name a person is assigned at birth but no longer wishes to use.
• Gay. Persons emotionally, romantically or sexually attracted to members of the same sex.
• Gender Expression. How one externally presents him/her self (pronouns, dress, hairstyle).
• Intersex. Person born with reproductive anatomy not classified as typically male or female.
• Lesbian. Woman who is emotionally, romantically or sexually attracted to one of the same gender.
• Nonbinary. Gender identity that does conform to a “man or woman” gender binary. 
• Pansexual. Persons with potential for emotional or sexual attraction to any gender.
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THE NEW TERMINOLOGY 
New Terms You May Want or Need to Know
• Sex. The physical traits you are born with, usually female, intersex or male.
• Transgender Individuals 

– Person whose gender identity/expression does not match their gender assigned at birth, or 
does not fit neatly into binary categories of male or female.

– Identity as TG is not dependent upon physical appearance or medical procedures.
– Some undergo hormone treatment to bring body into alignment with gender identity, some 

undergo gender-affirming surgery, some choose no form of medical transition.
• Transsexual. Older term, but still used by some TGPs who have permanently changed their 

bodies via surgery and/or hormones. Not all TGPs identify as transsexual.
• Transition. Process by which TGP may change gender expression and/or bodies to reflect their 

gender identity (via physical appearance, behavior, identification (name), medical intervention. 
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THE NEW TERMINOLOGY
Words and Phrases to Avoid

• Use “orientation,” not “sexual orientation” or “sexual preference.” The latter two 
have negative connotations because most people do not see their orientation as 
a choice.

• Use of “homosexual” is not preferred.  
• Use of “gay” or “transgender lifestyle” are not preferred.
• Use of “queer.” May be embraced by some millennials, but not older generations.
• Use of “transsexual” may not preferred. An older term, but still used by some TGs 

who have permanently changed their bodies via surgery and/or hormones. Not 
all TGPs identify as transsexual. Don’t assume this term is okay to use.

• Ask your client how he/she/they prefer(s) to be addressed.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Overview
• In the estate planning context, laws regarding the distribution of property and rights in the event of 

death and incapacity are based on notions of traditional relationships. However, this standard now 
applies to less than 50% of the US population. For the remaining 50% – who are in nontraditional 
relationships – planning is crucial.

• Laws governing LGBTQ+ rights in particular have evolved and developed in recent decades in some 
contexts, but laws regarding the distribution of property and rights in the event of death or incapacity 
have not necessarily kept pace with the evolution of LGBTQ+ and many nontraditional relationships.  
And, where laws do exist, they are wildly inconsistent across jurisdictions.  

• Estate and trust controversies arising from nontraditional relationships are likely to arise in a variety of 
contexts, but the laws available to address and resolve them are far from being fully developed.  
Primary contexts addressed here include the following:
– Adoption
– Same Sex Relationships
– Transgender Persons
– ART – AI, IVF, IVG, Surrogacy, Posthumous Births

25
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Adoption
• Historically

– State statues addressing inheritance rights of adopted persons often excluded adopted persons as the 
descendant of their adopting parents, precluding them from inheritance.

– Adoption of children by same-sex couples was not legal in all states, although some states by legislative and 
judicial action allowed joint adoption by same-sex couples.

• Currently
– Most state statutes now treat adopted children the same as biological children for inheritance purposes.  
– Following divorce, a second spouse may be granted parental rights, creating a third parent.  In some states, the 

third parent may adopt a child without the former spouse-biological parent having to relinquish parental rights.
– As a result of the June 2015 SCOTUS decision in Obergefell v. Hodges, adoption of children by same-sex 

married couples is legal nationwide.
– Adoption laws/policies still vary greatly among states. Some allow adoption by all couples; others ban all 

unmarried couples from adoption.
• Trust Terms. Many existing trusts, and in particular older trusts (common among UHNW clients) may expressly 

exclude adopted children from the definition of descendants. 
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Background – Traditional Marriage

• “Marriage” traditionally confined to a man and a woman.
• Legal status is recognized across cultures, countries and religions.
• Afforded many rights under federal and state law:

– Estate Planning. At death of one spouse, surviving spouse can inherit estate tax-free.
– Healthcare. Spouses may make medical decisions for each other, and have unlimited 

visitation privileges to visit a hospitalized spouse.
– Parental Rights. Spouse may share parental rights over children.
– Property. Permits co-ownership as JTWROS.
– Spousal Privilege. One spouse cannot testify against his/her spouse.
– Taxes. Spouse can file joint tax returns (state and federal).
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Same Sex Marriage
• Movements to obtain civil marriage rights and benefits for same-sex couples in the US has been 

evolving since the 1970s, but was unsuccessful for decades.
• Deprived of many rights afforded to married, heterosexual couples.
• 1996 – Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA)

– Defined marriage as being between 2 opposite sex partners, preventing same-sex spouses from 
qualifying as a surviving spouse for tax purposes. 

– Prohibited federal government from recognizing same-sex marriages. 
– Relieved states of obligation to recognize same-sex unions performed in other jurisdictions.
– Many states respond by enacting statutes that ban same-sex marriage.

• November 2003 – Goodridge v. Dept. of Public Health. MA Supreme Judicial Court rules that same-sex 
couples are entitled to civil marriage rights in MA.  MA first state to legalize same-sex marriage.

• May 2004 – State Response to Goodridge. Ultimately, 28 states pass constitutional amendments to ban 
recognition of same-sex marriage; some also banned civil unions.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Same Sex Marriage
• June 2013 – United States v. Windsor (US Supreme Court)

– Ruled Section 3 of DOMA (which denied federal recognition of same sex marriage) unconstitutional, 
as a violation of the Due Process Clause of the 5th Amendment.

– Marriage defined as between one man & one woman denied same-sex couples of equal protection. 
• 2015 – Same-Sex Marriage Legal in 37 States

– Federal government begins to recognize lawfully performed same-sex marriages, and provide federal 
rights, privileges and benefits.

• June 2015 – Obergefell v. Hodges (US Supreme Court)
– Constitution guarantees right to same-sex marriage; same-sex marriages are afforded most federal 

privileges available to traditional couples (e.g., social security, death benefits).  
– Same-sex marriage is valid in all states and cannot be prohibited by any state; all states must 

recognize lawful same-sex marriage performed in other states.
• October 2020 – Pope Francis. Continues to condemn same-sex marriage within Catholic Church; per  

Catholic dictum marriage is between a man and a woman.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Same Sex Civil Unions

• Defined
– A legally recognized union of same-sex couples, established to offer rights and protections 

similar to those offered to couples of traditional marriage.
– Recognized only at state level. Allowed now in 5 states (CO, HI, IL, VT, NJ).
– No federal protections; federal government recognizes marriage only, and no other legal union 

for same-sex couples.
– Popular prior to 2013 (Windsor) & 2015 (Obergefell).

• 1996 – Impact of DOMA
– Defined marriage union of one man and one woman for federal law purposes and significantly 

restricted legal rights to same-sex couples at federal level.
– Until Windsor declared DOMA unconstitutional in 2013, legal rights did not always extend 

beyond state lines.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Same Sex Civil Unions 

• 2000 – Adoption by States Begins
– Vermont is first state to provide legal protections to same sex civil unions.
– Pre Obergefell, some states ceased to offer civil unions following the legislation of same-sex 

marriage in their jurisdiction.
• 2015 – Post Obergefell

– Same-sex marriage now legal in all 50 states.
– But, marriage is not for everyone, so some states still offer civil unions as a continued legal 

choice for same-sex couples; some states also offer to  opposite sex couples.
– Post 2015, some couples remained in civil unions, some existing civil unions were converted 

to marriages.
• October 2020 – Pope Francis. Endorsed civil union laws for LGBTQ+ couples & called on priests 

to welcome people in nontraditional relationships, but continues to reject same-sex marriage.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Same Sex Marriage v. Civil Unions 
• State v. Federal

– Civil Unions recognized at state level only, not recognized by federal government; same-sex 
marriage recognized at federal and state level.

– Civil unions are guaranteed protections within a state that provides them; not entitled to 
federal benefits.

• Recognition in Other States
– Marriages in one state are legally recognized in other states (e.g., marriage is legal in OR at 

age 17 and in WA at age 18; couple marries at age 17 in OR, then moves to WA; WA will 
recognize the marriage).

– Civil Unions recognized in one state may not be recognized in others; some states do not 
recognize civil unions performed in other states because their own state has no such legal 
category.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Same Sex Marriage v. Civil Unions 

• Taxes. Marriages are recognized by federal government, civil unions are not, so civil union 
couples cannot file joint tax returns or be eligible for tax breaks or protections the government 
affords to married persons.

• Benefits. More than 1,138 federal benefits, rights and protections are available to traditional 
marriages (e.g., survivor benefits through social security, health insurance, Medicaid, hospital 
visitation, estate tax, retirement savings, pensions, family leave). Not all are available to persons 
in civil unions.

• Estate Planning. Not recognized as families by state or federal government and, therefore are not 
granted the same benefits with respect to estate planning, guardianship of minor children, and 
health care proxy designations.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Domestic Partnerships

• Defined. Interpersonal relationship between two persons who live together and share a common 
domestic life but are not married (to each other or anyone else); available to same-sex and 
opposite-sex partners.

• State Law. Six states (CA, ME, NE, OR, WA, WI) and DC have some form of domestic 
partnership; no domestic partnership law is the same.  

• State Response to Same Sex Civil Unions. When states legalized same sex unions, municipalities 
and counties in some states sunset their domestic partnership registries. 

• Benefits. Vary wildly among jurisdictions; range from limited rights enumerated by list (e.g., 
survivorship, hospital visitation) to substantially the same rights afforded married couples by the 
state (essentially making the partnership a civil union).

• Estate Planning. Not recognized as families by state or federal government and therefore are not 
granted same benefits with respect to estate planning, guardianship of minor children, and health 
care proxy designations.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Transgender (TGP)
• Marriage

– Cases involving TGPs often turned on legitimacy of the TGPs marriage. In states where same 
sex marriage was not recognized, TGPs have been denied spousal benefits because the 
marriage was void as a matter of law. 

• Example – Littleton v. Prange, 9 SW3d 223, 231 (Tex. Ct. Ap. 1999).
– Wife and Husband marry in 1989 and live together until Husband’s death in 1996. Wife was 

assigned male at birth. Prior to marriage, Wife had 3 surgical procedures to fully complete her 
gender confirmation surgery from male to female. Wife files medical malpractice suit under TX 
Wrongful Death & Survival Statute in her capacity Husband’s surviving spouse. Case turned on 
gender assigned to Wife at birth. Birth gender controlled. Having been assigned male at birth, 
Wife could not marry another male. Marriage to Husband was invalid and Wife could not bring a 
cause of action as surviving spouse. Wife not entitled to benefits derived from marriage to 
Husband.

– Littleton decided pre Obergefell, when TX did not recognize same sex marriage.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Transgender

• Example – In re Estate of Araguz, 443 SW3d 223 (Tex. Ct. Ap. 2014)
– Wife is assigned male gender at birth.  Wife changes name and gender identity.  Wife marries 

Husband, a firefighter. During marriage, Wife has gender affirmation surgery. Husband dies in line of 
duty. Wife seeks death benefits as surviving spouse. Husband’s mother and ex-wife file suit, 
alleging marriage void because Wife, a TGP, was assigned male at birth. Trial court granted motion 
for summary judgment.  Appellate court reversed and remanded due to issues of fact as to Wife’s 
sex; although TX banned same sex marriage, a valid marriage could exist only if Wife was a woman 
during the marriage such that there was a marriage between a man and a woman.

– Estate of Araguz also was decided pre Obergefell, when TX did not recognize same sex marriage. 
• Questions Raised by Littleton & In re Estate of Araguz

– Do these decisions set precedent for future rulings, and have meaningful application in the 
estate/trust context?

– Would the results be different, now, given Obergefell?
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Transgender
Application to Estate/Trust Context  
• Holding one is bound to gender assigned at birth could favor TGP-beneficiary under a will where (1) 

beneficiary, a TGP, is assigned male at birth, (2) TGP’s parent makes bequest to “my son, beneficiary” 
(2) TGP becomes female before parent dies. If TGP is bound to gender assigned at birth, under 
Littleton and In re Estate of Araguz, whether TGP takes the bequest depends on TGP’s identity prior to 
transition (i.e., TGP’s male gender assigned at birth); TGP would prevail.

Different Result Post Obergefell?
• Under Obergefell, people have a right to marry without regard to sex. This is understood as allowing 

same-sex marriage, but also means that a person’s sex, whether assigned at birth or recognized post 
transition, cannot be used to determine one’s eligibility to marry.

• Obergefell established that equal protection requires all jurisdictions to recognize same-sex marriages, 
giving TGPs the right to marry regardless of whether their partners are legally considered same-sex or 
opposite-sex.

• Post Obergefell, the results in Littleton and Araguz may be just the opposite. Gender assigned at birth 
would not matter, same-sex marriage would be recognized, and TGP-Wife would be entitled to spousal 
benefits.  But, the bequest to “my son” (above) might fail if TGP is a female at parent’s death.
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• Other Legal Developments Impacting TGP Rights
– Despite little development or clarification of rights in the estate/trust context, TGP rights are 

developing quickly in many others, some of which may impact planning considerations and inform 
resolution of issues when they arise.  

– These rights, however, vary considerably by jurisdiction, making it difficult to anticipate how TGP
issues arising in the estate/trust context will resolve.

• Title VII – Employment
– June 2020 – Bostock v. Clayton County (US Supreme Court). Gender identity is included under 

“sex” as a prohibited ground of employment discrimination in the Civil Rights Act of 1964; 
discrimination on basis of gender identity is illegal.

– US federal law however does not expressly include protections against discrimination on the basis 
of orientation or gender identity, but Bostock may be significant in that it could have public policy 
implications for beneficiary designations in the estate planning context.

41
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Transgender

• Title IX– Education Programs Receiving Financial Assistance. Although a 2018 memo issued by the 
Department of Health and Human Services generally proposed defining sex for purposes of Title IX as 
one’s “birth sex“ the US Court of Appeals for Eleventh Circuit recently affirmed a 2018 lower court ruling 
that discrimination on the basis of gender identity is discrimination "on the basis of sex" and prohibited 
under Title IX. See Adams v. The School Board of St. Johns County, Florida (August 2020).

• Identity Documents/Name & Gender Marker Changes. Changing name and gender markers on identity 
documents (IDs) is often the first step toward TGP being legally validated as the correct gender. IDs that 
accurately reflect TGP identity provide legal recognition of name and gender identity.

• Changes to IDs Under State Law
– Name/gender changes now recognized by many states; albeit with wide variation.  
– IDs include birth certificates, social security identification, drivers license, passport.
– Recognition may depend on steps taken in transition: Gender confirmation surgery is a pre-requisite 

in some states. Some require medical or psychiatric determinations. Others require much less.
– How does this impact estate planning and inheritance rights?
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• Birth Certificates
– Issued by Vital Records Office of state of birth. Listing sex/gender on birth certificate regulated by 

state law. 
– Most states permit name and sex/gender changes to birth certificates. Permits persons to 

accurately reflect their gender identity and provides proof of sex.
– Some states require an affidavit by applicant, others require a statement by a physician (or other 

medical professional) who has treated the applicant for gender transition. Some require court order.
– Some states require medical proof of gender confirmation surgery, others do not (e.g., TX, NY, NE, 

CO, NM, KS).
– As of June 2019, at least two states (OH, TN) will not change sex/gender on a birth certificate under 

any circumstances. In February 2020, the Idaho House of Representatives passed a similar bill.

43
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Transgender
• Drivers Licenses

– All US states allow gender marker changes on driver's licenses.
– Often less stringent than changing marker on a birth certificate (e.g., MA requires gender 

confirmation surgery for birth certificate change, but only a form including a sworn statement from a 
physician (that applicant is a new gender) to correct the sex/gender designation on driver’s license).  

– Varying requirements by state and internal state laws can create issues.
– Example. TG woman born in OH and residing in KY cannot change the gender identity on her KY 

driver’s license. KY requires an amended birth certificate reflecting accurate gender, but OH does 
not change gender identity on birth certificates.

• Passports
– Federal law regulates sex/gender listed on federal documents. US State Dept. determines what 

identifying biographical information to include on passports. As of June 2010, gender marker 
changes may be made with statement from physician that “applicant has had appropriate clinical 
treatment for gender transition to the new gender.” Gender confirmation surgery no longer required.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Transgender

Third Gender Option – State Law
• “Gender X” (non-binary) offered on drivers licenses in about 16 states.
• OR first to recognize in 2017, followed by WA. 
• As of 2019 NY and CA offer birth certificates with “X” gender markers.
• Provides legal recognition of gender identity other than gender assigned at birth; no 

paperwork/doctors required.
No Third Gender Option Under Federal Law. Federal government does not recognize a third gender 
option on passports or other national identity documents. The only gender marker options on identity 
documents issued by the US government (e.g., social security cards, passports, green cards, etc.) 
are “male” and “female.” But federal legislation was introduced in February 2020.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Transgender
• Parental Rights/Child Custody

– Common scenario involves partner/TG relationship that has a child, the TGP does not adopt child, the 
partner dies, and partner’s family fights for custody.

– There’s little consistency across courts in treatment of TG parents in child custody cases.
 Some courts rule on basis that TGP is presumed an inherently unfit parent, with TG parent losing 

access to child on basis of gender identity. Other courts uphold principle that if TG parent’s gender 
identity is not shown to hurt the child, contact should not be limited and custody case involving TG 
parent is treated like any other, with focus on standard factors (e.g. parenting skills).

– Cisek v. Cisek (Oh. App.Ct.1982). Court terminated TG parent’s visitation rights; held there was risk of 
mental and “social harm” to children.

– Mayfield v. Mayfield (Oh.App.Ct. 1996). Court upheld TG parents’ shared parenting plan because there 
was no evidence in the record that TG parent would not be a “fit, loving and capable parent.”

– In re Marriage of Simmons (Ill.App.Ct. 2005). Assigned female at birth, TG male and wife seek 
dissolution of marriage & custody of minor child. Marriage held invalid, sole custody to wife, TGP’s 
rights terminated.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE 
HEIRS
Overview

• There are now many other ways to create heirs, and if not properly addressed under an estate 
plan, each has the potential to create complications at your death.

• Most Prevalent Methods of ART:
– Artificial Insemination
– In Vitro Fertilization 
– Posthumous Reproduction
– Surrogacy
– In Vitro Gametogenesis (Experimental)
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
Artificial Insemination & In Vitro Fertilization
• Artificial Insemination (AI)

– Brings sperm toward egg by nonsexual channel; sperm then transferred to woman’s uterus.
– May involve genetic material of intended father or a third-party donor.
– First form of ART to become widely used; remains popular today.

• In Vitro Fertilization (IVF)
– Mixes sperm and egg together and conception occurs outside a woman’s body.
– Fertilized egg is then implanted into carrier’s uterus.
– Most couples use their own genetic material; may use genetic material of one or both intended 

parents, or of male and/or female third party donors.
– Since 1978 (first test tube baby), over 8 million children born by IVF. 
– In 2017, accounted for approximately 1.7% of all infants born in the US.
– Over 60,000 children are born in the US each year by IVF (over 75,000 in 2016). 
– Costly; disproportionate births likely occur in families with wealth.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
In Vitro Gametogenesis

• In Vitro Gametogenesis (IVG)
– Gametes (eggs and sperm) are created outside the body.
– Two women . . . or two men . . . or four unrelated people of any sex could conceive a child 

that is genetically both . . . or all . . . of theirs.
– Could one man could mix his sperm with eggs created from genetic material of his two his 

female friends, creating three genetic parents?
– Currently experimental and has worked only in mice so for; may be too complicated (if not 

illegal) to be used in humans.
– Couples – or, co-parents – may reshape our most fundamental notions about what it 

means to make a baby, and a family. 
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
AI, IVF & IVG 
• Legal Implications. If not properly addressed under an estate plan, each method has the potential 

to create complications at death that clients must anticipate:
– Who are the child’s parents? 
– From whom does the child inherit?  
– Can a parent inherit from the child?  
– What about inheritance between siblings? 
– How is family defined if one sperm donor produce dozens of half-blood siblings?
– May a donor claim parentage based on post-birth conduct?

• Unknown, Paid Donors Not Parents. Donation of genetic materially is generally not prohibited.  
Paid donors often work though egg/sperm banks, sign a blanket waiver of parental rights and are 
exonerated from any parental responsibilities.

• Known Donors. Intended parents wary about using donor-paid banks may instead enter into 
private arrangements with donors they know. Some arrangements are governed by contract, 
others are less formal, still others have no contract (these are the cases where problems arise).
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
AI, IVF & IVG 

ART Statutes
• Historically, a child would have only two legal parents. Given the prevalence of ART (not to 

mention the evolution of nontraditional relationships), more than two individuals may have legal 
parenting responsibility over the same child. Some states recognize this phenomenon by statute.

• Other states provide that a donor of genetic material is not a parent of a child conceived by ART.  
See e.g., the Uniform Parentage Act (contains definitions and presumptions pertaining to ART and 
surrogacy; provides that half-blood relatives inherit the same as whole-blood).

• Intended Parents. In general, a legal parent-child relationship is created between the child and 
the persons requesting, and consenting to, the ART; parental rights over the child are granted to 
these intended parents.

• Husband Not Donor. In general, if a woman conceives using sperm from a donor not her 
husband, the woman’s husband is treated as the natural parent of the child, so long as the ART is 
performed under supervision of a physician and husband consents.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE 
HEIRS 
Surrogacy

• Legal in Almost All States
– In the US (and even in Russia), it is illegal to purchase a baby.
– Even surrogacy is not legal in all 50 states. Legal in most, illegal in some, not well defined in others.
– Therefore, if you decide to have a child by surrogacy, you must do so in a state where a law governs the 

process, otherwise you’re a criminal.  
– Fortunately, for couples who can’t carry a pregnancy on their own (same-sex couples, opposite-sex 

couples, or single persons who want to be single parents) most states do have surrogacy statutes.
• State Survey

– New York. Until recently, paying a surrogate to “hold a being pregnant” was a crime in NY. Effective 
2.15.21, the Child-Parent Security Act makes surrogacy legal in NY; is marriage and gender neutral.

– Michigan. Bans gestational surrogacy for all Michiganders. 
– Louisiana. Bans gestational surrogacy for LGBT individuals and couples.
– Nebraska. No ban, but surrogacy contracts not enforceable and biological father is sole legal parent.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
Surrogacy

Common Arrangements
• Surrogacy adds complexity to any form of ART because it introduces a woman other than the 

intended mother to carry the child.
• With surrogacy, a woman (surrogate) can carry to term an embryo:

– Created from genetic material of both intended parents. Surrogate has no genetic relationship 
to child.

– Created from genetic material of father & surrogate. Surrogate has genetic relationship to 
child.

– Created from genetic material of intended father and third-party egg donor. Surrogate has no 
genetic relationship to child.

• Surrogate is paid for her time, effort and risks associated with the pregnancy, then legally 
surrenders the child to the intended parents, at which time the child becomes legally their own.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
Surrogacy
Key Considerations When Contemplating Surrogacy Arrangements
• Get a Lawyer. 
• Get a Contract.  

– All parties involved must clearly document their intentions.
– Intended parents must enter into a contract, with the surrogate, in writing.
– The contract must be legal in the state where the surrogate resides.
– The contract must be legal in the state where the intended parents reside.

• Make sure contract meets all requirements of applicable state law.
• Beware of cavalier surrogacy agencies who steer desperate parents to potential surrogates residing in 

states where surrogacy is illegal.
• Uncertainty about parental rights of intended parents and donors who are parties to third-party 

reproduction has ramifications in the context of family law, inheritance rights, and immediate practical 
concerns (hospital access, securing consent to medical procedures a newborn may require).
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
Surrogacy
Impact on Heirship & Inheritance
• Legally Enforceable Contract. If the intended parents and surrogate have a legally enforceable surrogacy 

contract, in a state that permits surrogacy, the child is legally treated for all purposes as the in-wedlock child 
of the intended parents, making the child the legal heir of the intended parents. Parental rights of others 
involved (surrogate and any donors not the intended parents) are terminated.

• No Legally Enforceable Contract. Where intended parents enter into an arrangement with a surrogate who 
resides in a state that does not have laws governing surrogacy, or the parties’ rights are not well defined, the 
consequences can be unexpected and unintended, not to mention serious.
– Is the child really the child of the intended parents?
– If the surrogate bears the child and the surrogate is married, the law in all states would presume the child 

to be the legitimate child of the surrogate, because children born to married women are presumed to be 
legitimate children of their birth mothers.

– Here, the child will be an heir of the surrogate and not the heir of either intended parent. Absent a will that 
provides otherwise, that child will not take from either parent at their death.

– What result if child is created (1) using genetic material of both intended parents, or (2) one or more third-
party donors?
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
Posthumous Reproduction
Posthumous Birth
• Historically, married couple conceives child before father’s death and child is born after father’s death.
• Child is included in “children” who inherit from father, who is presumed aware of pregnancy. 
• Presumptions on Fatherhood

– Common Law. Child born to widow within 280 days of husband’s death is fathered by husband.
– Statutes. Some extend the 280 days (e.g., to 300 days).

Posthumous Conception
• More complexity arises with posthumous conception, where child is not conceived until after parent’s 

death. Genetic material is frozen during lifetime, then used post death to bear children.
• ART can produce a child who is conceived and born after the death of one or both parents (e.g., through 

cryopreservation and post-death retrieval of reproductive material).
• Used by intended parents who want to preserve genetic material before (1) cancer treatment, (2) being 

deployed in military, (3) gender confirmation surgery that would render TGP infertile.
• Permits use of genetic material to conceive children after prolonged preservation (in one case, 20 years).
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
Posthumous Reproduction

State Response
• In General. Some state statutes expressly declare whether a child conceived posthumously is an heir of 

the deceased parent, thereby providing certainty on inheritance.
• Florida & Illinois. Both provide a posthumous child must have been in utero at the time of the parent’s 

death to be considered a descendant for default and heirship purposes. 
• Wisconsin. Considers a child born posthumously as a part of a class if conceived at the time class 

membership is determined and is subsequently born alive.
• Timing. For a child to be an heir of the dead parent, some statutes require that the dead parent must 

have consented to the posthumously conceived child being treated as the parent’s child and/or the child 
must be conceived or born within a certain period of time after the parent’s death (e.g. 1 to 3 years).

• No Guidance. Other states offer no such guidance. In these cases, the mere possibility that a child 
conceived posthumously could be born after a parent has died can disruptive the administration of 
estates and trusts.
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LEGAL LANDSCAPE – NEW WAYS TO CREATE INTESTATE HEIRS
Posthumous Reproduction 

Examples of Issues Arising from Posthumous Birth/Conception
• If a decedent’s child might be born long after the decedent’s death, this significant uncertainty 

could make class gifts partially defeasible.
• Where an executor/trustee has already distributed a bequest, a child born posthumously may 

require the fiduciary to reacquire that property from the distributee-beneficiaries.
• Because posthumous conception is fairly recent, older wills and trusts likely will not address these 

issues but instead will provide that members of a class are determined at death (and, therefore, 
pre-conception).

• In re Martin B, 841, N.Y.S.2d 207 (2007). Trust drafted in 1969 evidenced intent to benefit settlor’s 
entire bloodline. Child conceived posthumously was included among the settlor’s “issue” and 
“descendants” and as a trust beneficiary.  
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PLANNING IS CRITICAL
General Observations

• If you, or a person you want to take your property at your death, is in a nontraditional 
relationship or is LGBTQ+, you really need an estate plan.

• Traditional relationships are increasingly in the minority, but estate planning advice is often 
written for more traditional relationships.

• Now that nontraditional relationships constitute the majority of American “families,” the 
planning needs and solutions for many clients now lies well outside traditional paradigms for 
trust design and wealth transfer planning. Estate planners need to think and plan differently.

• Planners can no longer safely rely on historical presumptions or planning patterns, traditional 
laws or traditional documents to carry out their clients’ intent for (1) the disposition of their 
estate, (2) their care during incapacity, or (3) the care of their minor children during incapacity 
and at death. Doing so almost certainly will lead to unintended consequences. 
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Overview
• Outdated Assumptions. The law has been slow to recognize, sanction or offer default rules to address 

all scenarios arising from nontraditional relationships; where these relationships are not officially defined 
or recognized in law, these assumptions may not necessarily apply.  

• Mismatch. Applicable law (shaped by traditional family attributes, tax and property law) and growing 
range of nontraditional relationships and identities makes reliance on existing statutes dangerous, and 
reinforces the need for estate planning.

• Custom Plan Necessary. If you are in a relationship, but not married, have been married more than 
once, have children with more than one partner, or have beneficiaries in your orbit who are LGBTQ+, 
you must engage in custom estate planning. 

• Examples. Most all states have statutes that address the rights of individuals in traditional relationships 
in the context of family and estate planning. Examples include rules for (1) the distribution of property at 
death (intestacy and elective share), (2) division of property and care for minor children due to divorce 
(divorce/family law), (3) who can make health care and property decisions for a person who is 
incapacitated (property and health care powers of attorney), (4) who will care for minor children in the 
event of incapacity or death (guardianship). 
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Intestacy In the United States
Intestacy is Widespread
• Intestacy statutes will apply to a lot of people, who probably don’t even realize that they exist, or if they do 

realize they exist, that they don’t address their relationships and do not reflect their preferences on how 
their property should distribute at death if they die without a plan. 

• Intestacy laws therefore cannot always be relied upon to carry out the wishes of persons in nontraditional 
relationships. So, it is critical that clients understand the consequences of not having an estate plan.

Some Statistics
• General intestacy rate among Americans age 50 and older is 42%.
• At 62%, divorced adults have the highest rates of intestacy in the US.
Implications
• Domestic partners are rarely included in state intestacy statutes, and will likely be disinherited regardless 

of a testator’s intent.
• The many methods now available to intended parents for having children through ART that are not 100% 

biologically their own can muddle parental rights and the intestate heirship status of the child and parent.
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Intestacy In the United States
More Implications
• ART can create multiple nontraditional relationships with unclear, conflicting custodial and inheritance 

rights.
• Despite Obergefell, only 10% of LGBTQ+ Americans (as of 2017) were married.
• Communication and coordination between estate planning and marital/divorce counsel, to avoid plans that 

result in multiple, incompatible provisions for beneficiaries (e.g., sources of support or discretion).
General Assumption About Inheritance 
• Most people who die intestate (without a will) would want their property to distribute at death to their 

spouse and kids, or if none, their relatives.
• Not surprising, given that until fairly recently, a traditional family would have involved a marriage between 

a man and a woman and the biological children conceived and born during their marriage to each other.  
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Intestacy Statutes
Assumptions Reflected in Intestacy Statutes
• Assumptions about inheritance generally are reflected in state intestacy statues that govern the 

descent and distribution of property at death for people who die intestate.
• Statutes vary greatly by state, but assets are generally divided among a number of “heirs” (e.g., 

spouse, parents, children, siblings, aunts, uncles).
State Examples - Priority
• Illinois. To surviving spouse and descendants in equal shares; if no surviving spouse, all to descendants; if 

surviving spouse only, all to surviving spouse; otherwise to parents, siblings and their descendants.
• New York. If survived by spouse and issue, $50,00 and 50% of residue to spouse, with balance to issue; if 

surviving spouse and no issue, all to spouse; if issue and no spouse, all to issue, per stirpes; no spouse or 
issue, to parents, otherwise issue of parents, then grandparents and their issue.

• Florida. All to spouse if no descendants or all descendants are from marriage to spouse; all to children if no 
spouse; to spouse and descendants in equal shares if there are descendants of marriage and spouse has 
descendants from another relationship, or if there are descendants of marriage and decedent has 
descendants from someone other than spouse.  
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Intestacy Statutes – Limitations
Limitations When Applied to Nontraditional Relationships
• Some statues do not address adopted children or children born out of wedlock.
• None address unmarried partners, children not adopted, or TGPs.
• This makes planning particularly important for LGBTQ+ individuals who are not married but in serious 

relationships, and who may be raising children who are not biologically theirs, or adopted.
• Other issues facing same-sex couples, LGBTQ+ families and their extended family members:

– Need to navigate complex dynamics with unaccepting parents (or accepting parents whose own 
plans do not properly address an LGBTQ+ child’s specific situation).

– Wills may be more vulnerable to sabotage by family members who do not recognize the validity of 
their relationship (4 in 10 LGBTQ+ adults have been rejected by a family member or friend due to 
their LGBTQ+ status).

– Custody battles over non-biological child if biological parent-partner dies or is incapacitated.
– Partner A’s family may attempt to interfere with Partner B’s ability to make medical and financial 

decisions for Partner A.
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Elective Share/Statutory Share
In General
• Law generally presumes that you intended to provide for your spouse at death but for whatever reason, 

didn’t. This can be overcome by facts and circumstances.
• When a spouse is omitted from a will (intentionally or not), many state statutes give the omitted spouse 

the option to inherit from the estate of her deceased spouse under the laws of intestacy by taking a 
“statutory” or “elective” share of the “estate” (e.g., one-third to one-half, depending on whether there are 
surviving descendants; 30% of the estate). 

• The amount of the share and what constitutes estate varies among jurisdictions.
Limitations 
• Does not apply to a person who is not a “spouse” and applies even if spouse was intentionally omitted.
• Disruptive where testator in second marriage intends for his estate to distribute entirely to children from 

first marriage, and nothing to his second/surviving spouse, who can take an elective share and do what 
she wants with it (including give it to her new spouse and her own kids). 

• Merely omitting a spouse from a will, or including a general clause designed to generally disinherit 
future spouses, may be insufficient to protect against a spouse taking an elective share.
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Divorce & Guardianship of Minors
Divorce. In most states, divorce automatically revokes a will as to a former spouse. In some states, this also 
applies to trusts. The will (and trust) are revoked upon divorce to the extent of any disposition of property 
under either document to a former spouse. Statutes often extend to any grant of any power of appointment 
to a former spouse and any provision nominating a former spouse as a fiduciary.
Guardianship of Minors
• A Will is the only document that allows parents to name legal guardians for their minor children in the 

event of the parent’s death. 
• To name a legal guardian of a minor child during a parent’s incapacity, about 29 states and DC have 

standby guardianship laws that permit a parent to transfer child custody while the parent retains authority 
over the child. In most states a parent may nominate a standby guardian by written designation later 
affirmed by a court proceeding; others require appointments by a guardianship (court) petition. 

• If an unmarried partner becomes incapacitated or dies without having designated a guardian for minor 
children, most states look and give priority to the partner’s other relatives as the only legal family. 

• This can be devastating for partners and minor children. Without guardianship a partner may be unable to 
obtain medical care for the child, enroll the child in school, or obtain custody.

• Estranged relatives may instantly have full control of the child, especially when the child is not biological 
to the surviving partner; that partner may have little to no legal recourse to keep the family together.
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
What Should I Do?
Don’t Do Nothing. If you do nothing and die without an estate plan, your estate probably will not distribute at 
your death as you intended, especially if you have persons in nontraditional relationships in your orbit.
Execute a Plan. If you do execute an estate plan, you can give anything to anyone you wish, subject to any 
conditions or qualifications, so long as you properly identify them under the law of your jurisdiction, and so 
long as your bequest does not violate public policy.
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Otherwise, swing away!

• This does not mean you can’t give your estate at death to persons in 
nontraditional relationships; you can give your estate to unmarried or 
same-sex partners. This does mean that you can’t include a bequest 
that will entice actions or behavior that most people find inappropriate:
– I give $100 to my son Joe, only if he divorces his spouse Jane 

(encourages divorce).
– I give $100 to my son Joe, only if he marries a Catholic (restricts 

religious freedom).
– I give $100 to my son Joe, only if he does not marry an Asian 

(encourages race discrimination).
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Health Care Decisions

• Healthcare Power. To designate an agent to make medical decisions for you if you are 
incapacitated, you should sign a Health Care Power of Attorney (Healthcare Power). 

• State Statutes. Rules vary by state, but if you don’t execute a Healthcare Power, family members 
and doctors will make health care decisions for you with little to no state intervention. In most 
cases, the doctor must ask family members for directions, usually in the following order:  
guardian, spouse, adult children, parents, siblings, grandchildren, close family friends. This can be 
problematic if you disagree with the decision made for you, or your family members do not agree 
on what decision is best for you.

• Nontraditional Relationships. If partners are not legally married, related by blood and not in a 
partnership legally recognized by the state where they live, partners are legal strangers in that 
state. So, if an unmarried partner becomes incapacitated, most states look to the partner’s other 
relatives as the only legal family to make decisions. This can be devastating for partners, where 
estranged relatives suddenly have complete control over health care decisions for the partner.
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Health Care Decisions

Additional Documents to Consider. Persons in nontraditional relationships also should consider 
executing related documents, even if they reside in a state where the relationship is recognized.
• HIPAA Privacy Authorization Form. Critical, often overlooked. Allows doctors and other health care 

providers to disclose pertinent health information and records to your designated agent under 
Healthcare Power.

• Living Will. Designates the type of health care you want to receive at the end of your life if you are 
incapacitated or unable to speak for yourself.

• Priority Visitation Directive. Specifies who you prefer to have priority visitation privileges, usually 
over family members. Tells a hospital personnel that the possessor of the Directive shall not be 
denied access to you when hospitalized.

• Affidavit of Burial or Cremation. Ensures that a funeral director or funeral home administrator 
follows instructions given them by a person you designate in the Affidavit.
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STATUTES IMPACTING RELATIONSHIPS
Property & Financial Decisions
Property Power. To designate an agent to handle your financial affairs (e.g., financial accounts, real estate) 
if you are incapacitated, you should sign a Durable Property/Financial Power of Attorney (Property Power). 
Guardianship. Rules vary by state, but if you become incapacitated and have not executed a Property 
Power, it’s likely a court will designate someone to act for you (a Guardian, via a Guardianship Proceeding).
• Guardianship Proceedings are public (so is your incapacity), protracted, costly and emotionally draining.
• You have no say in who the court appoints as Guardian for your property.  

– Court may appoint a family member, but is not required to do so.
– In the case of an unmarried partner, most states look to the partner’s other relatives as the only legal 

family. Certain persons take priority (e.g., spouse, then next of kin). This varies by state.
– Also devastating for partners, especially when estranged or disapproving relatives suddenly have 

complete control over the partner’s family home, the family property, and even the pets, leaving the 
partner with little to no legal recourse.
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SEVEN SCENARIOS
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SEVEN SCENARIOS
A. Don Juan Syndrome
B. Transgender Persons 
C. Same Sex Partners
D. Same Sex Partners & Kids
E. Divorced With Kids
F. Posthoumus Reproduction 
G. Surrogacy

• These Scenarios highlight how traditional estate planning questions (who gets what, how much, 
what’s left outright or in trust, who acts as fiduciary, who makes health or property decisions 
during incapacity) can no longer safely be addressed by resorting to laws of decent & distribution.

• Rather, solutions for non-traditional relationships demand attention to multiple potential outcomes 
that may not be adequately addressed (if at all) by traditional approaches to estate planning.
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SCENARIO A – DON JUAN SYNDROME
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Don Juan (don-hwan’, don jū’an). In psychiatry,
a term used to denote men with compulsive
sexual or romantic over-activity, usually with a
succession of female partners.
How many men in America can say with 100%
certainty that there is no possibility whatsoever
that they are not the biological father of a child
from a brief relationship they had years ago with a
woman to whom they were not then married?
Probably not all of them.
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SCENARIO A – DON JUAN SYNDROME

The Male is the Guilty Party
• Prior to 1976, children born out of wedlock were not intestate heirs of their 

biological fathers, so a child would inherit nothing from their biological father if he 
died intestate.

• Even when this law became unconstitutional, some states still would not permit a 
father to inherit from his biological child if born out of wedlock.  

• Instead, the child’s intestate estate would distribute to the child’s mother and 
siblings. This generally was the law, until the 1990s.

• Now that out-of-wedlock children can inherit from their fathers, all men have a 
serious impetus to execute an estate plan. 
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SCENARIO A – DON JUAN SYNDROME
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Hugh Grant
Four Children*

Four Years*
Two Women*

All Born Out of Wedlock* 

Clint Eastwood
Seven Children
Five Women 
Only Three Born In Wedlock

Especially these guys:

*Two children in utero at the same time to different mothers.  
Hugh subsequently had a 5th child, also born out of wedlock. 
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SCENARIO A – DON JUAN SYNDROME
Establishing Paternity
Not Just Mistakes Anymore. Out of wedlock births in the US are near 50%, but this is not due simply to the 
oops phenomenon. More couples having children are simply not always getting married. 
Establishing Paternity. Historically, out-of-wedlock children had a hard time establishing paternity.  
• DNA Testing. Now, with advances in DNA technology, unless a deceased father was cremated and no 

trace of his DNA can be found, establishing paternity is not so difficult. And, although not 100% 
conclusive, the degree of error with DNA testing is small.

• “Functioned as a Parent” Test. Adopted by the Uniform Probate Code, to determine if a non-marital child 
should be treated as a descendant the test is whether the father “functioned as a parent.” This has 
some appeal, as most settlors intend to include non-marital children as descendants when a father acts 
as a parent to a child. However:
– What “functioned as a parent” means may vary among families and case law in different 

jurisdictions, and lack of objective criteria may invite litigation.
– Fact driven standards may not appeal to corporate fiduciaries.
– A child with no genetic relationship to a purported parent may become a trust beneficiary when not 

intended.
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SCENARIO A – DON JUAN SYNDROME
Establishing Paternity
Issues In Establishing Paternity
• Relying solely on DNA testing may permit a child to inherit from a father the child never knew, or when 

the father intentionally never acknowledged the child.
• Client may not want to include a biological child who his no relationship with the family, especially when 

significant wealth is at stake.
• Paternity charges can draw publicity to private families who fear family members’ significant others have  

financial incentives bear children. This in turn provides an incentive for wealthy clients to pan in a way 
that protects family wealth from claims of non-marital children.

Planning Considerations. Suppose a child you didn’t know about establishes paternity.
• If you execute a plan that includes a will that (a) identifies person you consider to be your family, and (b) 

adequately identifies who takes your property at death (and who does not), this should address the 
problem of a surprise heir claiming a share of your estate at death, and is a key reason to execute a will. 

• If you don’t execute an estate plan, the law will decide who takes your property at death. And if you have 
an out-of-wedlock child, there’s a good chance that child will take a share of your estate at death.
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SCENARIO A – DON JUAN SYNDROME
Establishing Paternity
Planning Considerations
• Address Pretermitted Heirs. A “pretermitted heir” is the child of a decedent whose will does not mention, 

or make any provision for, the child. The purpose of a pretermitted heir statute is to protect a child left 
out and therefore permits a pretermitted heir to take the share of the parent’s estate she would have 
taken as an heir under the laws of intestacy, had the parent died intestate. 

• These statutes assume the parent did not mean to omit the child, and generally are effective only when 
an omission is due to pure oversight.

• Some statutes carve out a share for an out-of-wedlock child not named in a will, so in some states, a 
pretermitted heir statute may be able to override a provision in a will that expressly identifies persons 
you deem members of your family.

• To override a pretermitted heir statute in your estate plan, your will should include provision like this:
My children are Isty, Bitsy and Shmitzy, and I expressly make no provision 

for any other person who may be or may claim to be a child of mine.
• With a provision like this, Hugh Grant could choose whether to include additional surprise children as 

beneficiaries. Otherwise, Hugh’s intestate heirship determination might turn into a litigated mess over 
unanticipated heirship claims by children he never knew he had. 
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SCENARIO B – TRANSGENDER ISSUES
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I give the residue of my estate to my son, Bruce Jenner, if living at my death.
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SCENARIO B – TRANSGENDER
Questions Raised
This bequest raises countless questions that can easily generate litigation, especially if other beneficiaries do 
not accept the new identity adopted by a TGP beneficiary. 
• Should Caitlyn take the residue, or does this bequest fail?
• Is Bruce Jenner living, or is he “gone”?
• Should the father’s will instead be read as a bequest to “my daughter, Caitlyn Jenner”?
• Is the use of “son” an intentional precondition to Caitlyn’s inheritance, or just an identification aid?
• Would the father no longer consider Caitlyn as his “child” because his gender identity has changed?
• Is Caitlyn not a beneficiary because the pronouns & names used no longer match her identity?
• What if the father’s “failure” to change a will post-gender reassignment was intentional?
• How is gender defined by law? Gender assigned at birth? Gender identity? Is it relevant in determining 

testator’s intent?
• Given legal protections to prevent gender discrimination, will a bequest conditioned on a beneficiary not 

altering his gender identity from gender assigned at birth violate public policy? What about marrying a 
TGP?
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SCENARIO B – TRANSGENDER
Potential Outcomes
Guidance From Littleton & In re Estate of Araguz?
• Does either case have meaningful application to or set precedent for rulings on these questions?

– Under Littleton & In re Estate of Araguz, if whether Caitlyn takes under the will depends on Caitlyn’s 
identity prior to transition (i.e., birth gender is controlling), Caitlyn would prevail.

• Would the result be different in light of Obergefell?
– Under Obergefell, the result may be just the opposite. Birth gender (and the reference to “son”) may 

not matter. Caitlyn’s new gender identity would be recognized and she may not take the residue.
Key Takeaways. This scenario highlights how traditional approaches to drafting may no longer work.
• Issues can arise from name changes, mistaken pronouns, differences between birth & identity gender. 
• Use of “children” or “issue” or “descendants”, while gender neutral, may be difficult to apply.
• Reconsider how these terms are defined in documents and consider how a TG beneficiary may identify.
• Have the will expressly provide which gender controls (birth gender or a TGP’s gender identity). 
• Anticipate possibility that a name referenced in a will may become a “dead name.”
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SCENARIO C – SAME SEX PARTNERS
Ann & Amy

85

Ann and Amy are in their late 60s. They are not married, but 
have been living together as same-sex partners for over 30 
years. Ann’s parents are dead. 
Ann has one sibling, a brother Joe, who lives 3000 miles 
away and from whom Ann has been estranged for decades 
because Joe does not approve of Ann’s relationship with 
Amy. 
Ann has been battling cancer and one day is rushed to the 
ER. Ann’s physicians determine that her situation has 
deteriorated to the point that they can follow a DNR or they 
can put Ann on life support. Ann prefers that drastic 
measures not be taken to keep her alive, and wants to be 
cremated at death. Amy is well aware of Ann’s preferences. 
Ann has not executed a will, powers of attorney or any other 
documents relating to her property or care.
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SCENARIO C – SAME SEX PARTNERS
Potential Outcomes
No Healthcare Power. Amy is not Ann’s health care agent, nor is she “family.” Amy’s request to follow Ann’s 
(informal) DNR likely won’t matter, but the direction of estranged brother Joe probably will. However, Joe, 
whether out of ignorance, guilt, fear or bad feelings towards Amy, refuses to sign a DNR and demands that 
Ann be kept alive on life support. Only Joe will have access to medical records and the power to make 
medical decisions for Ann. Ann’s fate rests entirely in Joe’s hands. Amy remains at Ann’s bedside, 
powerless, indefinitely.
No HIPAA Privacy Authorization Form. Ann’s doctors and other health care professionals are unlikely to 
disclose Ann’s pertinent health information and records to Amy.
No Health Care Directive. Decisions regarding Ann’s “end of life” care will be made by Joe, not Amy.
No Priority Visitation Directive. Joe will have priority visitation privileges and can deny privileges to Amy.
No Affidavit of Burial or Cremation. All Ann’s burial and cremation decisions will be made by Joe, not Amy.
No Power of Attorney for Property. Joe will intervene and take control of Ann’s property, including assets of 
hers to keep her on life support, regardless of any arrangements (financial or otherwise) shared between 
Ann and Amy during their 30-year relationship. Amy now must deal with Joe on any mixed financial matters.
No Will. Amy takes nothing from Ann’s estate by intestacy, either as a “spouse” or an “heir”. 
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SCENARIO D – SAME SEX PARTNERS & KIDS
Elton & David
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Two men in a same-sex relationship, Elton and David, 
have two children via surrogacy, using David’s genetic 
material. After the children are born, Elton and David 
share child-rearing responsibilities and continue to pursue 
their respective demanding careers.
David’s 70 year old mother Mary provides significant child 
care while Elton and David are at work. Elton and David 
never marry (just because the Supreme Court gave them 
right to do so, they didn’t view this as a mandate to 
marry). When the children are still very young, David dies 
suddenly, before Elton has formally adopted the children.
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SCENARIO D – SAME SEX PARTNERS & KIDS
Elton & David

Child Custody
• Although David and Elton always intended to treat the children as Elton’s just as much as David’s, the 

children are not Elton’s biological or adopted children.
• Elton wants to raise the children, but Mary’s view is that Elton has no rights to do so, and the children 

should be raised by her, because she a blood relative. Although age 70, Mary maintains she is able to 
care for the children 24/7 and, given Elton’s demanding work schedule, she can do a better job.  

• Mary petitions a court for full custody of both children, a controversy that could have been avoided had 
David executed a will to name Elton as guardian of the children.

No Powers, No Will
• Same issues, same results with Ann & Amy, above.
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SCENARIO E – DIVORCED WITH KIDS
Erik & Anthony
Erik, divorced from Peggy, has been dating Nanette for three years. They 
live together, with Anthony, Erik’s 16-year old son from his marriage to 
Peggy. Erik is a police officer who gets shot in the line of duty. 
He’s rushed to the ER and has been stabilized on a ventilator. Erik’s 
doctors offer two options for the next course of action: (1) do nothing, 
which gives Erik a 25% chance of recovery, or (2) have surgery, which 
gives Erik a 75% chance of recovery, but only if Erik first survives surgery, 
which is incredibly risky. 
Erik has no powers of attorney and no estate plan. Peggy thinks Erik 
should have surgery. Nanette disagrees.
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SCENARIO E – DIVORCED WITH KIDS
Erik & Anthony
The Problem
• Neither Peggy nor Nanette qualify as an adult family member who under applicable law may make 

health care decisions for Eirk. 
• Anthony is family but, although a mature 16, is not an adult and, therefore also cannot make healthcare 

decisions for Erik.
• Some state statutes in special cases might permit a minor child to make healthcare decision for a parent. 

See 750 ILCS 30/1 Emancipation of Minors Act (a “mature minor” at least age 16 may obtain legal status 
as emancipated person for important legal purposes).  

• Will this statute apply? If so, is there time (court proceeding takes months)? If not, who decides? 
Who Decides?
• Even if Anthony can make the surgery v. no surgery decision for Erik, this is not ideal. 
• Anthony is now caught between Erik’s warring ex-wife and girlfriend about Erik’s chances of living or 

dying. If Anthony makes the wrong decision, what does this do to his relationship with Peggy, Nanette?
• Don’t do this to your children. The simple act of executing a Healthcare Power could have avoided this.
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SCENARIO F – POSTHUMOUS REPRODUCTION
Sam & Goldie
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Settlor creates a Trust with significant assets in 1935 for the benefit of 
his son and his son’s descendants. Given the circumstances, the Trust 
will run for at least a few hundred years. 
In 2015, son’s descendant Sam has a non-marital relationship with 
Goldie. During their relationship, Sam develops cancer and treatment 
will put his fertility at risk. Goldie and Sam decide to preserve Sam’s 
genetic material in the event that Sam and Goldie decide to have 
children via IVF after Sam’s treatment.  
Unfortunately, Sam’s treatment fails, and Sam dies in 2016. 
Heartbroken, Goldie decides to have a child using Sam’s preserved 
genetic material. 
Goldie bears a child – a daughter – in 2017 and soon thereafter seeks 
distributions from the Trust to support Sam’s daughter.
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SCENARIO F – POSTHUMOUS REPRODUCTION
Sam & Goldie
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The Issues
• What is the status of Sam’s daughter?  
• What was Testator’s intent? Was it to include “descendants” conceived and born posthumously? 
• Can Testator’s intent be determined on questions Testator could not have conceived of in 1935?
• What law governs and what standards must a court apply to decide if daughter is a beneficiary?
• Does Sam’s family have an argument that Goldie had no property rights over Sam’s genetic 

material and, therefore, daughter can’t be a “descendant” and therefore not a beneficiary? 
• If Goldie does control the genetic material under the laws of a state that recognizes post-death 

conception, Goldie may have a significant financial incentive to create additional beneficiaries with 
rights to be supported by Trust assets.
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SCENARIO F – POSTHUMOUS REPRODUCTION
Sam & Goldie
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Drafting & Planning Considerations
• Where trusts of significant assets are involved, financial incentives to have children posthumously 

may be greater, more likely to encourage shameless behavior, and ultimately generate litigation.
• A client with preserved genetic material must identify in his estate plan who should receive the 

property interests in, and who controls, the genetic material (e.g., whether the genetic material 
may be used, by whom, and when), despite or consistent with local law (e.g., a surviving spouse, 
partner, or parent).

• If the client intends that the genetic material should be used for posthumous conception, the 
documents should be express as to (1) the use of the genetic material (e.g., to conceive and bear 
children post death), and (2) whether any child born using that genetic material is considered a 
child, descendant or issue in the documents.

• Anticipate that family members (spouses included) may disagree about how a posthumously 
conceived child should be treated.  

• Estate plan should identify a date by which a child conceived posthumously must be conceived or 
born alive.
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Intended parents, Joe and Pam, who reside in Ohio identify a surrogate 
through an agency in Michigan. Surrogate agrees to use her own genetic 
material along with that of the intended father to conceive and carry to term 
a child for the intended parents. 
The parties, at the advice of the surrogacy agency, enter into a standard 
form contract provided by the agency, and do not obtain separate counsel.
Two months into the pregnancy, intended parents learn that surrogate has 
been smoking daily. Intended parents ask surrogate to stop smoking, but 
surrogate continues smoking. 
Regular arguments ensue, to the point that just before delivery, the 
surrogate refuses to acknowledge the contract and claims all rights to the 
child. 
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SCENARIO G – SURROGACY
Joe & Pam
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Questions Raised
• Did the intended parents do anything illegal, in the state where they, or the surrogate, lives?
• Can the intended parents force the surrogate to stop smoking? If so, how?
• Is the contract is enforceable? Does it include provisions for injunctive relief? Can the intended parents 

drag the surrogate into court and force her to stop smoking?
• If the contract is not enforceable, the third-party surrogate is having a baby (that she refuses to deliver 

to the intended parents) using genetic material not hers. Do you have a child? If you find yourself asking 
this question, that is bad. You don’t want to share your baby with someone else.

Surrogacy Contract
• Intended parents and surrogates should have separate counsel.  
• The contract should be enforceable under the law where the parties reside and where the child is born.
• Minimizes risk of challenges later, if the surrogate decides she wants a relationship with the child.
• Ensures that the child is the child and heir of the intended parent.
• Address result if tragedy afflicts the intended parents or surrogate.
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SCENARIO G – SURROGACY
Joe & Pam
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SCENARIO G – SURROGACY
Joe & Pam
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Estate Plan Documents
• A surrogacy contract alone may not carry enough legal authority for estate planning purposes. More is 

needed. 
• The surrogate should execute documents to (1) reflect the child, (2) state that the child is not 

biologically related to her, (3) does not inherit from her, and (4) designate the intended parents as 
guardians of the child in the event of her death (e.g., if complications arise during delivery).

• Surrogate should execute a Healthcare Power to express her intent regarding life support and selecting 
an agent to carry out her intent if she becomes incapacitated during pregnancy.

• The intended parents should execute (at a minimum) wills that (1) reflect the child, (2) unequivocally 
state the child’s legal parentage, (3) designate a guardian, and (4) establish financial support for the 
child in event of intended parent’s death.

• Intended parents should designate family relationships with defined terms that clearly prevent third-
party surrogates from being treated as legal parents of a child conceived using the surrogate’s genetic 
material.
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Other Considerations to Maintain Flexibility & 
Minimize Risk of Pre & Post-Death Challenges

OTHER PLANNING & 
DRAFTING 
CONSIDERATIONS
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OTHER PLANNING & DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS
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• So long as you don’t violate public policy you can give your property at death to whomever you 
want and however you want.

• The key is to ensure that your documents, as drafted, properly reflect your intent and are 
sufficiently clear to carry out that intent.

• Legal issues arising out of nontraditional relationships have been addressed in some contexts, 
but they have not been fully addressed in the context of estate planning and inheritance rights. 

• Given the proliferation of nontraditional relationships, traditional documents must be adapted 
for unique circumstances and anticipate countless potential contingencies for generations.

• What follows are other planning and drafting options to consider to ensure documents function 
as intended without controversy.
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OTHER PLANNING & DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS
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• Customize. Tell your lawyer exactly what you want – who takes and under exactly what circumstances 
(e.g., married or not, biologically related or not).

• Specificity. The more specific you can be, the more likely your wishes will be known, and honored. This is 
particularly true if there is conflict between your family of origin (parents, siblings) and the family or 
relationship you have created (partner, spouse, children).

• Pronouns. Verify pronouns. Even persons who are not LGBTQ+ may not have names, given or 
nickname, that match their gender. Names may not be enough.

• Terminology. Gain understanding and comfort with new terminology to properly implement client wishes.
• Non-Biological Children. Ensure language addresses whether or not non-marital and/or adopted children 

should be included as beneficiaries.
• Under/Over Inclusive Definitions. Clear delineations of who is to be included (or not) have become much 

more important with abundant nontraditional relationships. Review definitions to ensure they are (1) 
sufficient to include everyone you intend to include, and (2) not so broad that they include people you 
don’t want to include. It’s easy to unintentionally exclude people who think they should be beneficiaries.

• Include Explanations. Explain why you are leaving your estate to specific individuals. Spelling out the 
reasoning behind your wishes gives someone less room to contest your plan.

•
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OTHER PLANNING & DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS
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Gender  
• Use gender-neutral terms if appropriate (e.g., partner/spouse, not wife; child, not daughter).
• References to TG individuals in particular is an area of ambiguity in the context of inheritance and the 

difficulties in drafting wills and trusts, making gender neutrality helpful where an intended beneficiary is 
TG.

• Consider issues arising from gender specific gifts. If client makes a gift of $100 to each grandson living at 
her death and a grandson subsequently transitions to female, does that person take $100?

Names
• Where appropriate, identify beneficiaries by name, or explain under what circumstances unnamed person 

should take property at your death.
• Where you can’t identify takers by name, customize.
• Use custom language if client anticipates a beneficiary may change his or her name or gender identity.
• If intended taker has or will have a “dead” name, consider including the dead name and outline the legal 

name change or preferred name.
• Be express that if a person has changed his/her/its name, whether a bequest to him/her/it should lapse.
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OTHER PLANNING & DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS
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Class References
• Using “descendants” worked for a traditional family, but planners must now consider complications arising 

from nontraditional relationships (multiple marriages, their children, children adopted or born via ART).
• Do not assume you can fully rely on gifts to persons described with legal terms, such as “my spouse” or 

“my descendants” or “my intestate heirs.” These terms may no longer mean what you think they mean.
Planning for Children
• Carefully address children you intend to benefit but of whom you are not the legal parent (e.g. children of 

a partner to whom you are not married, step children, grandchildren you raise).
• Same sex couples with children present unique challenges, particularly when only one partner is the 

biological parent (often the case). Specifically identify children born or adopted into a same-sex union; 
don’t refer to them simply as a child or grouped in with children or descendants.

• Designate guardians of minor children in your will; this is particularly important for the biological partner 
who wishes to name the non-biological partner as guardian of the children they are raising together.  
Otherwise, a court will choose a guardian and make its best guess as to who the biological parent would 
have preferred and what would be in the child’s best interests. There’s no guarantee the court will chose 
your partner, or even your spouse.
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OTHER PLANNING & DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS
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Planning for Children
• To prevent opening the door to custody battles, non-biological parents should consider adoption, 

especially if a child is born before the couple married, since not every state has marital presumption laws.
• Adoption plays an important role in the transfer of assets at death. If a same sex couple wants assets to 

pass to their children, adoption should be considered since it is more common in same sex marriages for 
only one parent to be biologically related to the child.

• Consider a parenting agreement, which can serve as evidence in court of how partners and any biological 
parents have agree to share the care and financial responsibilities of any children. However, they are not 
binding on courts; courts are bound by law only to protect the best interests of the child.

Powers of Appointment (POA)  
• A POA is a power given to a specific person (the power holder) to direct the distribution of trust property.
• Offers flexibility in changed circumstances; permits power holder to redirect property to herself, or anyone 

else. Leaves choice to the next generation, if intended beneficiaries are not fully settled by settlor’s death.
• However, if POA is not properly drafted and limited, or given to the “wrong” person, an exercise of the 

power in a manner not anticipated by the grantor could undermine the entire plan.
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Trust Protectors
• Can be granted high level powers (e.g., to remove and replace trustees, change situs for 

governing law). Provides check and balance on trustee powers and flexibility to deal with 
changed circumstances.

• Can modify language to prevent or correct problems, or given limited POA to add 
beneficiaries (e.g., to include a non-biological or non-adopted child as a “descendant”).

• Traditionally a non-fiduciary, which provides more freedom in action. 
Decanting
• Permits trustee to decant/pour trust property into a new trust with different provisions. 
• Permits trustee to modernize trust for issues not known when trust was created.
• Flexibility may be invaluable for the nontraditional relationships. 
• But, not right for every settlor.
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OTHER PLANNING & DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS
No Contest Clause
• Provision in will/trust that a person who challenges the will/trust loses all benefits under will/trust.
• To be effective, give potential challenger big enough bequest so they think twice about forfeiting it.  
• If potential challenger’s motivation to dispute a will/trust is hostility toward a testator’s partner, rather than a 

desire for financial gain, a no contest clause may not be effective.
• May protect a testator’s partner from legal family members who initiate a probate dispute to challenge the 

partner’s right to the testator’s estate.  
Issues for LGBTQ+ Persons in Legal Unions Pre Obergefell 
• Before Obergefell, some same-sex couples married in states that did recognize the marriage, but then 

relocated to states that did not recognize the marriage (the New State). Some of these couples may have 
since separated, but never legally dissolved their marriage, assuming the marriage was never recognized 
in the New State.  

• Some states automatically converted registered domestic partnerships or civil unions into legal marriages. 
So, some of these couples may be married, but may not realize it. This can generate future claims against 
estates by a spouse the dead partner thought was not a spouse.

• To protect their estates, LGBTQ+ persons should identify domestic partnerships and civil unions they may 
have created with ex-partners before legalization of same-sex marriage in 2015.
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OTHER PLANNING & DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS
• Gift Tax. Unmarried couples not allowed the benefit of making tax-free gifts to partners. If one partner 

contributes more to the household than the other (e.g., by combining income and assets, or holding 
property and bank accounts jointly with survivorship rights), and an effective plan is not in place, the 
IRS could look upon one partner’s contributions as a gift to the other, generating potential gift tax 
consequences.

• Estate Tax. Unmarried couples not allowed the benefit of transferring wealth at death tax-free to 
partners; biggest difference in tax benefits offered to married couples not offered to unmarried couples. 

• GST Tax. Married couples are considered to be in the same generation regardless of age. Unmarried 
partners are not, and if not close enough in age, they are vulnerable to the GST tax.
– Unmarried partners whose ages are more than 12.5 years apart are considered to be one 

generation removed from each other.  
– If the partners are more than 37.5 years apart, any gift from either partner to the other is subject to 

the GST tax, just as if the younger partner were the older partner’s grandchild.
– If a non-traditional family includes the younger partner’s children, any gift from the older partner to 

the child is treated as if it had skipped a generation and is subject to GST tax. 
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APPENDIX
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Chris, a widower with two kids, marries Gwyn. Chris has substantial wealth, 
Gwyn has none. They have no children together. Chris and Gwyn each 
execute traditional A/B estate plans where Gwyn (a) is sole beneficiary of 
the marital trust and primary beneficiary of the family trust, (b) has broad 
powers of appointment over both trusts, and (c) is sole trustee of both 
trusts. Gwyn also is beneficiary on Chris’s substantial retirement accounts.  
Several years later, Chris files for divorce. Before the divorce is final Chris 
dies suddenly. 
The next year, Gwyn moves in with Dude, a much younger man. Dude is an 
aspiring writer who has not sold a word and walks dogs to make ends meet.  
Dude has 3 young kids from a prior marriage.  
Chris’s kids and Gwyn don’t get along at all, so Gwyn is determined to make 
sure that none their father’s wealth ends up in their hands. Gwyn spends 
down the marital and family trusts during her lifetime to support herself, 
Dude and his kids, and exercises her powers of appointment in favor of 
them, entirely disinheriting Chris’s descendants.
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SCENARIO H – CONSCIOUS UNCOUPLING
Chris & Gwyn
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Drafting & Planning Considerations
• Many state statues will automatically revoke a will with respect to any disposition made to a former 

spouse, any grant of a power of appointment to a former spouse, and any appointment of the former 
spouse as a fiduciary.

• However, not all states go this far, and in many states this extends to wills only, and not to trusts.
• These statutes apply only where the spouse is a former spouse, not where a current spouse dies while 

a divorce is pending. This happens.
• Keep in mind that the children of an individual’s first marriage may not get along with the individual’s 

spouse of a second marriage, and if that second spouse is given too much control over the individual’s 
wealth, there’s always a risk that the second spouse will disinherit the children from the individual’s first 
marriage.  
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Recommendations
• Have retirement assets revoked as to a spouse upon divorce or, if possible, while the divorce is pending 

(may require a waiver).
• Have all estate plan documents provide that if a divorce has been commenced but is only pending at 

death, this revokes any rights the spouse might have as a beneficiary, as a holder of a power of 
appointment, or as a fiduciary. Or, significantly scale these rights back if a divorce is pending at death.

• Limit a spouse’s interests in trusts to income only under all trusts, or just the marital trust.
• Require an independent co-trustee to act with a spouse whenever a spouse is acting as trustee (or don’t 

name the spouse as a fiduciary at all).
• Include a provision that automatically removes a spouse from controlling fiduciary roles on the filing of a 

divorce action.
• If a spouse is a trust beneficiary, grant to a third party powers of appointment or power to decant the trust 

to remove the spouse.
• Expressly provide whether a surviving spouse who remarries (or, who resides with a member of the 

opposite sex, even if conjugal) should continue to be treated as a spouse under the estate plan of the 
deceased spouse.
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